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Nothing to disclose



Group therapy session

How did we get here?

How not to HATE your EHR – Tips for your next shift
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Presentation Notes
I first want to acknowledge your frustration. This frustration is what got me into clinical informatics. I want to be part of the solution.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know Emergency Medicine ranks high on the ”Burn-out” list. I’m going to show you some data showing that EHR is a big contributor. This is a fixable problem.



 EHR contributes to physician burnout

 More about billing and CMS core measures than patient care

 Need to paint a better picture of the patient

 Typing, point/click must go (voice, gestures)

 Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning must add value
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Presentation Notes
Need to point out here that paper is not a reasonable alternative.



 $40B Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) -- 2009

 “promote the adoption and meaningful use of health information technology”

 In 2012 <50% of hospitals used EHR

 In 2015 >75% of hospitals used EHR 

 In 2016 95% of hospitals used EHR and qualified for “Meaningful Use” payment incentives

Adler-Milstein, J., DesRoches, C. M., Kralovec, P., Foster, G., Worzala, C., Charles, D., . . . Jha, A. K. (2015). Electronic health record adoption in US 
hospitals: Progress continues, but challenges persist. Health Affairs, 34(12), 2174-2180J. 
doi:http://dx.doi.org.proxy.cc.uic.edu/10.1377/hlthaff.2015.0992

https://dashboard.healthit.gov/quickstats/quickstats.php
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Presentation Notes
The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, abbreviated ONC, is an entity within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). President George W. Bush created the position by executive order in 2004, and Congress mandated associated legislation in the HITECH Act of 2009They are responsible for certifying EHR’s
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The ONC maintains a web-based authoritative listing of all certified vendor products and the associated certification reports. Of 41 vendors, 14 (34%) had not met the ONC certification requirement of stating their UCD process (Figure 1), 19 (46%) used an industry standard, and 6 (15%) used an internally developed UCD process Of the 41 vendors, 26 (63%) used less than the stan- dard of 15 participants (Figure 2) and only 9 (22%) used at least 15 participants with clinical backgrounds. In addition, 1 of the 41 vendors used no clinical participants, 7 (17%) used no phy- sician participants, and 2 (5%) used their own employees. 



1/3 of ONC certified vendors 
had no reported process for 
User-Centered Design
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The ONC maintains a web-based authoritative listing of all certified vendor products and the associated certification reports. Of 41 vendors, 14 (34%) had not met the ONC certification requirement of stating their UCD process (Figure 1), 19 (46%) used an industry standard, and 6 (15%) used an internally developed UCD process Of the 41 vendors, 26 (63%) used less than the stan- dard of 15 participants (Figure 2) and only 9 (22%) used at least 15 participants with clinical backgrounds. In addition, 1 of the 41 vendors used no clinical participants, 7 (17%) used no phy- sician participants, and 2 (5%) used their own employees. 



2/3 of ONC certified 
vendors had <15 
participants for usability 
testing

1/5 used personnel with 
no clinical background
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Of the 41 vendors, 26 (63%) used less than the stan- dard of 15 participants (Figure 2) and only 9 (22%) used at least 15 participants with clinical backgrounds. In addition, 1 of the 41 vendors used no clinical participants, 7 (17%) used no phy- sician participants, and 2 (5%) used their own employees. 



GET INVOLVED!



Take the time to rearrange the buttons

Try to hide the things you don’t use

Tracking board
 Use “mine and none” to reduce clutter
 Push for colorized abnormal vital signs
 Push for colorized abnormal lab results



 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/44v3jjmyk4m19bi/AAAMaIm0994YXfaxgZCi5XG-
a?dl=0

 Email d.chestek@gmail.com

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/44v3jjmyk4m19bi/AAAMaIm0994YXfaxgZCi5XG-a?dl=0
mailto:d.chestek@gmail.com


 Be as generic as possible
 Either make a male and a female or leave out GU ROS/PE

Make sure you actually do all the things on your template every time

 Set up the macros to pull in lab values when possible

Make pre-completed notes for common complaints
 Low risk Chest Pain
 Admitted Chest Pain
 Viral URI
 Pregnant Vaginal Bleeding
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 Use evidence based order sets, engage hospital leadership and 
subject matter experts 
 Early discharge pathway for Chest Pain approved by Cardiology is powerful

 Less is more, if cluttered people won’t use

Good chief complaints to create order sets for as a start

 Chest Pain
 Abdominal Pain
 Sepsis
 Stroke



 I bought a non-medical version of Dragon

Allows for more natural HPI

 I find it helps me think as I say things out loud



 Artificial Intelligence
 HEART scores auto-populated based on combination of discrete data and NLP
 Welles/PERC calculations embedded into CP order sets and d-dimer orders

 Private Industry is starting to get into the game

 Speech recognition in pt’s room writes 90% of note

 Predictive and Prescriptive analytics
 Machine Learning predicts admissions, reduces ED LOS/Boarding
 Can pinpoint what piece of the process is slowing down ED

 Patient generated data from wearables integrated into EHR 

 Data sharing and Health Information Exchange

 Block Chain

I am available to talk more about Clinical Informatics Fellowships and how to get involved
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